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” Embrace light. Admire it. Love it. But above all, know 

light. Know it for all you are worth, and you will know 

the key to photography.” – George Eastman

You can have the VERY best photographer, but her work is going to 

be contingent upon the light. ‘Good light’ can mean a variety of 

things, but you can see the major differences here: 

Lighting is 
Everything



deep and dark 
and rich
low light, constrained to the proximity of a window

This aesthetic is obtained when the bride or groom 

gets ready in lowly lit room. While it looks like the 

room is black, it is actually just averagely lit. The 

camera perceives and records it to be darker than it 

really is because a camera doesn’t have the same 

dynamic range the human eye can see. Because we 

need to stay close to a window we are much more 

limited in what we can produce, the number of 

people that can fit in the room, and how we can 

move around. This lighting situation is also much 

more challenging for many photographers which is 

why, while it is beautiful, it can be very limiting. 



Light and Airy

ample natural light floods the room and frees us up 

to move about and create gorgeous, ethereal work.

When choosing a room to get ready in, look for 

white or neutral walls and large windows with 

natural light flooding in. Position yourself near the 

largest window for hair and makeup and clear a 

larger area near a window to put on your dress. 



portrait session 
at golden hour
the most magical light is an hour before sunset

When planning your timeline, schedule your 

portrait session to happen at golden hour- the hour 

before sunset. It is the most prized light, creates a 

beautiful dreamy haze, and beautiful even light for 

your face. 



create seamless success during bridal and groom prep

- declutter your space and better yet, get ready in a separate room 

from the one you stayed in  or will stay in 

- lay out your details like shoes, jewelry, invitations, welcome bags, 

vows, gifts, any other printed material (menus, escort cards, 

ceremony programs, etc), 

Getting 
Ready

- leave ample time for a few portraits after you put on your dress 

- have parents ready and in the room before you put on your dress 

- don’t forget to order lunch to your room  

- give the hair and makeup artist a false finish deadline 

- have the bouquet arrive early so it can be photographed



Add buffer time
add *at least* a half hour before every major event

The wedding day is unpredictable and adding in 

buffer time is the best way to ensure your day runs 

smoothly without stress. The worst case scenario is 

there is extra time to relax with friends and family. 

Add in *at least* 30 minutes before these major 

events:  

-putting the dress on 

-leaving for the ceremony 

-the start of the ceremony 

-the grand entrance to the reception

DENIM BLUE

Western-inspired suede jacket 

denim blue metallic button.

METALLIC BUTTON

Western-inspired suede jacket 

denim blue metallic button.

WESTERN-INSPIRED

Western-inspired suede jacket 

denim blue metallic button.

SUEDE JACKET

Western-inspired suede jacket 

denim blue metallic button.



The details 
photographed… 

on a budget
dont have a million dollar budget? no problem. Here 

is how you can maximize what you have in your 

photographs.

CANDLELIGHT
Candlelight on tables is the 
most beautiful accessory when 
it comes to photographs. 
Inexpensive, timeless, and will 
create beautiful portraits at 
night..

THE HEAD TABLE
The head table is the table that 

is seen in most photographs 
and video.  Go all out with 
decor there, and stay on a 
budget for guest’s tables.

EXPERIENCES > DETAILS
Choose experiences over 
‘things’. I’d rather photograph 
my  clients and guests having a 
great time with a unique 
activity than photograph a few 
expensive guest favors. 

PICK A GORGEOUS VENUE
When the backdrop is already 

amazing, there is no need to go 
overboard on expensive details. 

VOWS > THINGS
Remember that while 
photographs of details might 
get your wedding published, it’s  
the story of your day that is the 
most important to photograph. 
Choose a photographer with a 
strong emphasis in 
photojournalism to capture 
emotion and storyline, not just 
‘things’.

STAY IN ONE LOCATION
When you eliminate travel time,  

you save thousands on your 
photographsr's hourly rate, It 

also reduces stress from set up, 
take down, transport. It also 

creates a cohesive body of work 
that tells a seamless  story  of 

your day. 



THINGS YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER WISHES YOU KNEW
These things help the day run smoothly and guarantee the best results from your chosen photographer

Have your photographer eat at the same time you do at the reception. This way, the only thing 
we miss is coverage of people eating. Also, hot food is always especially appreciated after we’ve 
been working for 8 or more hours without a break for lunch, snacks, or a chance to sit. We want 
to refuel our minds and bodies to continue to be creative for you throughout the night. 

Grab your photographer if you want a photograph of you and someone at the reception. We 
don't know who the guests are, so we don't know who is especially important to you. We are 
there to create imagery for you, so don't be afraid to speak up. 

Designate someone to mediate family formal photos. Because we don't know who is who, we 
are not able to round people up. To organize that many people and have formal photos go 
smoothly you need an announcer and an organizer who knows who everyone is. 

Shot lists are unnecessary if you hire a photographer who you trust and whose work you love. 
Pinterest is great for inspiration, but don't copy. It’s better to tell the authentic story of your day 
instead of trying to replicate someone else’s day. 



Stay In The Loop
download this guide and stay in the know! 

Facebook/
lexiafrankphotograp

hy

Twitter/lexiafrank Instagram/
lexiafrankphoto

lexia@lexiafrank.com

WWW.LEXIAFRANK.COM


